
Checklist for lab journal

Student: Date:

Course:

Advisor: Teacher Student

For each experiment, the lab journal contains:

Not at 
all

-> ->> To a 
very 
high 

degree

Does 
not 

apply to 
this lab

Notes (text and numbers) that are readable to other than the student?

Experiment number, date, header and chemical equation?

Page numbers in index?

References to laboratory compendium, apparatus instructions, 
textbook etc., where appropriate?

Complete balanced chemical equations for each experiment?

Physical data for the reagents used: name, molar mass, weight in 
grams (theoretical as well as original data from weighing) and in 
mole?

Schematic drawings of the apparatus set-ups?

Experiment descriptions with time, action, and observation (and if 
necessary, records of deviations from the expected sequence of 
events)?

Original data from measurements such as weight measurements, 
melting point determinations, etc.?

Chromatogram, TCL-plates (or images) etc., that contains the 
necessary explanatory information?

The calculations carried out?

Interpretation of measurements and comparisons with literature 
values  ?

Reaction Mechanisms (where needed for the discussion)?



Comments:

In connection with this / these labs, I learned the following techniques, chemical concepts, etc.:

In my lab journal, I have made the following work well:

The next time I write a lab journal I'll especially keep in mind:

How well do the following statements match?

Not at all -> ->> To a very 
high degree

I understand why I have performed various practical 
elements

I have managed to develop what I said I would from 
the last time I wrote a lab journal 

Other comments and tips to myself:

Version February 2014
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